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1． Main technical parameters 
1.1 Rated shaft load: 110KN 
 
Air spring with load Maximum inflation pressure: 0.7MPa 
 
Air spring with load Maximum height: 586mm, Minimum height 196mm, Maximum diameter 
320mm  
 

Lifted air spring Maximum height: 320mm, Minimum height: 96mm, Maximum diameter: 260 
mm. Air spring technical requirements meet the standard of GB/T 13061-9 
 
Air spring atmosphere temperature:  -50℃—70℃ 
 
Unloaded wheel lifting range: 150±10mm 
 
2． Device structure and installation requirements 

2.1 11T lifting air suspensions include: 1 Thrust rod assembly 2 draw arm support frame 3 
lifting bracket 4 lifting air spring 5 Pull Arm Assembly 6 loading air spring 
As bellow: 

 

(Figure A) 

 
2.2 Installation of air suspension is based on vehicle manufacturer requirements determined 

by the installation location. See the connection and installation dimensions (Figure A), easy 
installation, reliable, easy assembly. Its performance can match with the drive axle with leaf 
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spring suspension; can be adapted to a variety of road running. 
 
2.3 And frame installation, for the protection of airbags to prevent scratches. 
 
2.4 technical requirements of installation and maintenance (see Figure B) 
 
2.4.1 Pull arm support frame and the frame positioning with M16 bolt fastening, install the 

bolt tightening torque of 200NM-240NM. 
 
2.4.2  Pull arm installation, positioning hole polyurethane cover slip must be painted 

grease,  draw arm sleeve and bearing frame gap: A = 3mm; arm sleeve and pull both ends of 
the axle bracket gap; B = 2 mm. See (Figure B) 

 
2.4.3 Pipe bridge and fixture installation using the M20 high-strength U-bolt, tightening 

torque: 400NM-450NM. 
 
2.4.4 Pull arm support frame and pull arm assembly connected using M25 bolts, tightening 

torque of 560NM-600NM 
 
2.4.5 When installing airbags, airbag seat board should check around, does not allow the 

foreign body and acute wear airbags, airbag Rounded base plate to the surrounding 

 

 

 

 
（Figure B） 
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3 Axle lifting device for use 
Upgrade the installation of air suspension is designed to enhance the vehicle height according 

to requirements of the position determined by the M25 bolt will enhance the pull arm bracket 

on the bottom support frame. Reference (Figure A) 

 

                                    (Figure C) 
When the vehicle load or light load operation, when the wheels need to upgrade, see (Figure 
C), filtered compressed air into the reservoir through the pump, to manipulate two five-way 
solenoid valve switch off, compressed air filled directly by the solenoid valve to enhance the 
balloon, complete load balancing valve while the balloon deflated quickly, enhance the 
promotion of improved slider bag, pull the arm so as to drive and pull the arm connected with 
the realization of the wheel axle unit upgrade, enhance height of 150 ± 10mm, according to 
different models to enhance height requirements and installation location to install the stopper, 
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to prevent the axle shaft and other parts upgraded contact wear or the occurrence of 
interference. 
     When the vehicle is running at full load, manipulate two five-way solenoid valve switch, 
compressed air through the regulator voltage regulator to control the balance valve regulator 
to carry bag filled with gas, while enhancing balloon deflated, you can achieve load runtime 
functional requirements, then it will achieve the normal operation of the truck, but also to meet 
the vehicle load or light load operation to put the wheels off the ground requirements, to 
reduce the movement resistance and tire wear. Conducive to working. 
 

4.  Regular inspection and maintenance instructions 

4.1 This product has been inspected in detail and quality inspection departments to allow 

qualified product factory 

4.2 The requirement for the products in the course of the repair and maintenance is the 

same as the maintenance for other axle assembly. Driving 2000 km per primary fastening 

bolts should be checked whether there is loosening, if there nut loose, it is timely fastening. 

4.3 Each driving 5,000 kilometers, should check the shock absorbers, elastic sleeve and 

other components, if they are abnormal, the damaged parts should be replaced. 

4.4 This product is a high-tech product, during use, if any good advice or unusual 

problems should be timely feedback to the manufacturers. 

 
 


